A journey through Judaism's most controversial issues...

Explore intriguing topics such as:

- How Jewish philosophy guides Torah interpretation
- Can Jewish tradition combat Bible criticism?
- Divine providence and the existence of evil
- The origin and development of the oral tradition
- Rabbinic law vs. the spirit of halachah
- Rambam's Judaism in a post-Aristotelian world

“Sophisticated discussion of many controversial philosophical and theological topics...sorely needed in this generation”

Rav Zev Leff, Rav/Rosh Yeshiva in Moshav Matityahu

“A remarkable new philosophical approach to Torah and Jewish faith, outstanding in its erudition... thoroughly engaging...
This is the work of a major new talent in Jewish thought.”

Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks, Former Chief Rabbi of the UK

www.JudaismReclaimed.com